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SWITCH REFERENCE, SYNTACTIC ORGANIZATION, AND
RHETORICAL STRUCTURE IN CENTRAL YUP'IK,ESKIMO

Anthony C.. Woodbury

O. Intooduction

Eskimo languages of both the Yupik and Inuit branches. apparently all hay.e

two devices which indicate switch reference. One, the appositional mood, is

used to mark a clause in apposition to another clause with which it shares. a
A

(transitive or intransitive) subject, not totally unlike English while...-ing

complements. TheSother, which William Jacobsen calls 'non- canonical' in his

seminal article- inaugurating switch refere466 as a.notion for general linguistics

(Jacobsen 1967) is the reflexive versus plain third person distinction-- sometimes

called fourth vs. third person-- which indicatdt that,a noun phrase is, respec-
4

tively, coreferent or non-coreferent with the (transitive or.intransitive) subject

of a controlling claUse in a specific structural relationito it-.

An iHterestkg aspect of these devices is that the rules generally given

for them, and which I have given here, are not entirely correct. Tills obserVa-

Lion is not new. Samuel Kleinschmidt and Knut Bergsland, in their grammars of

, West Greenlanclic Inuit (Kleinschmidt 1951, Bergsland 1955) both discuss and

offer interpretations-for the diverse counterexamples that arlsein actual texts;

Bergsland does this in very great detail. I would.like tb argUe here that a suly-

AEI of the counterexamples to the ideal, at least in the form they take in

Central Yup'ik Eskimo, lead to a set of conclusions about discourse organization.
1

In particular, the actual pattern of use of switch reference in Central Yup'ik--

asopposed to the,ideal version of it-- supports the claim that there are two

systems, partially overlapping and partially unique, which organize discArse in

Central Yup'ik. One of these is the system of inflectional categories, and the

surface s;ntqctic analysis it.presents if is in terms of the inflectional notions
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of subject, transitivity, clause, and. sentence that the ideal version of switch

reference is fc,Mulated Tie Other is the system of rhetorical structure, by which

Mean the'structural analysis 'of that surface utterance in Central that is

evident from intonation, external sandhi, and sentence adverbial particle choice

and placement. Particularly in narrative, units of rhetorical structure often

set the boundaries within which switch reference operates, even when they are at

variance with inflectionally defined units like clause and sentence. In § 1

I take no switch reference as1it reflects the inflectional system, and in § 2, as

it reflects rhetorical structure. ConcluSions are presented in § 3. '

.
My discussion here is confined to Central Yup'ik, an Eskimo language of the ,

,yupik branch spoken in Southwest Alaska between Norton Sound in the north, and

the Alaska Peninsula in the scmth.
2 The description of ideal switch reference

should be applicable in most details to all languages in the family; because

little or no work hastieen published on the discourse-level prosodic systems of

Eskimo languages, I lannot.make the same claimfor my discussion of switch ref-

erence as it relates to rhetorical structure.

The Central Yup'ik word consists of a base, followed optionally by one or

more postbates (derivational suffixes), followed by an inflectional ending: a

noun ending in the case of nouns, a verb endifi; in the case Of verbs, but no==,
inflectional ending in the case.of particles. Words &il three classes may

then optionally he followed by one or more enclitics. A uni consisting of base

plus po,tbase is called a complex base, or simply,a base if its internal' struc-

,

ture is irrelevant. Thus the word logglariggersugna.glutengtllu 'and they'pobahly

had saws' consists of the rioun base kegglar- 'saw'., the verbal postbases- Ptigley-

'to have...', and * yugnargp- 'probably to...', the verb ending Iluteng (apposi-

tional mood, reflexive third person plural intransitive subject),'and the enclitic

,11u 'and'. The base plus postbase combinations keggliinggepl- to have saws'

2

11

and kjglarillgerrsAlrge.- 'probably to have s'aws' are both complex verb bases,
,

or simply verb bases if internal structureis irrelevant. In citations of examples,

.posthases are segmented when necessary, inflectional endings are qiyen in italics,

and enclitics are preceded' with '-', All segMentations inexamples.themselves

are at the phonological level represented by the orthography.,

1. . Switch reference in the system of inflection.

Before considering uses of switch reference devices, it will be useful to

survey the categories signalled or implied by the system of inflection. This

4011 further serve to provide a basis for understanding the overt syntax, of

example'sentences.

1.1. The s stem of inflection. .

Every noun ending contains marking for singular (s), "plural (o), or dual (d)

number, as well as for case. There are two purely syntadtic cases, the absolutive

(AB),which marks intransitive subject (S) and transitive object (0), and the

relative (R(.), which marks transitive subject (A) (i.e., the case func4ion more

generally krown as erqative), and possessor. The fivie ruaaining cases are oblique,

with primarily adverbial meaning: modafis (M0) 'from...; about...'; some patients

of verbal action; terminalis (TM) 'to, toward...'; localis (LC) 'in, at, on...';

vialis (VL1 'across, Via, using.'..'; and egualis (EQ) 'like,..'. In abbreviations,

case.precedes number, e.g., ABp 'absolutive plural', EQd 'egualis dual'.

When a nouns is possessed, Its ending cross-references the person and number .

of the possessor; the possessor may or may not be present as an independent noun

phrase: wag. 'kayak-ABs', cepa 'his-kayak-ABs ', angutem gayaa 'man's -Rts his-

.

kayak-ABs 4 the man's Cayak-ABs'. The per;ons are (plain) third (3), reflexive

third (3R), first (1), and second (2), and all occur as singular, plural, or dual.

Examples: vial :his-kayaks', with plain third person singular possessor, absolu-

tive plural poSsessum, abbreviated AB(3s-p); gayartek the-two's-own-kayak', with

3
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third reflexive dual possessor, absolutive,singular pogsessum, 'abbreviated AR(3Rd -s); participial mood endirs.
8

is.

uyagemni 'ation-My-two-kayalls., with first person ngular possessor, locativb In abbreviations of glosses for verbendings, mood precedes person and number
dual possessum, abbreviated LC(1s-d).

,
D

of S or of A and 0, e.g., IND(1s) ='indicative mood, first person singular S':.. 0

'Every verb ending contains marking for the mood Of the clause its verb governs.
CONSEQUENTIAL (3Rs-3p) =, 'consequential mood, refleXive third person singular A

The fourteen moods are'divided in four sets,. Indenende
._.:
nt moods-- indicative (IND),

acting on (plain) third person plural 0'. , k.
4., T. -..... . ----------- .--.. .

interrogative! and Optative (OPT) -- occur in main clauses only, .and. express illocu-
6 The system.of inflection defines certain units and.categonieS beydhd those.:,

tionary force. The) appositional mood (APO), which is in. a sit by itself, generally
' which are overt, i.e., person, number,'Possession, S, A, 0,transitiVity case,

marks clauses that either are appositive or subordinate to other clauses, and

,whose'subjects are usually coreferent with the subjects of those other clauses.
'

. 4N4
The participial moods-- transitive parAiciple and intransitive participle-- mark

either nomipalized subordinate clauses, or majn clauses with a kind of exclamatory

and mood. One is. subject, which.is simply the grouping or S and A. In fact, At

is overt in certain well-known morphological patterns (see'for example Reed et al.

1977:155, 167, interrogative mood paradigms), as well as covertly in the workings

of switch reference devices.. Two others which are impohtant to us here, are clause
ti

force. The bblique moos mark subordinate clauses functioning as adxerbial mods-
and sentence. The verb endings imply a notiorrof clause with the category of moud. __ _

fiers to the clauses to which they are subondinated: consequential 'when, because...',
and with the notions S, A, and

.

O. The fact that only independent and participial.t , ;
. ..-

.ciontingent 'whenever...'. conditional 'if, when.l.'. concessive 'although...',___
. moods occur in main clauses implies a notion of sentence, or --to be more exact--

,precessive 'before...', contemporative 1 'a4.the time...', conterb
N

orative 2 . of major sentence.

*'while....',
b i 1.2 Switch reference devicei: the "ideal" version.

In addition to marking mood, every verb ending cross- references the person
The Olain vs. reflexive third person oppo5ition, and the appositional mood,

and number of the 5 (if intransitive) or A and 0 (if transitive) of the clause
are botfi formally a part of the inflectional system, as is clear froth preceding '

its verb governs. The S, A, or 0 may or may not be.present as an independent
section. -

44.,.., 0noun phrase; if so, S and 0 are of course in the absoldtive, and A in the relative
When a third person possessor 11 coreferent with the sublect of a controlling

cases: ner'ug 'he-iszeating-'1ND(301: an.gun ner'uq 'man-ARs...= lie man is
clause, it is treatbd as 3R person, and is marked as such by means of a 3R person

.

. .
eating': neraa 'he-is-eating-it-INO(3s-3s)'; angutem neraa 'man-Rls...= hhe

cross-reference in the ending of the possessed noun. Otherwise, it is treated--= - ----:.=
$man is eating it'; anluyem nega neraa 'man-Rls fish-ABs...= theman is eating

6 as plain third per5on. Usually, the controlling clause is the clause in which_ _.
.;

fish'. There are two exceptions to the oecieral rule just.giVen. FirstAhe
the possess& noun- lend hence also the possessor VI question--occursi

.
.

a
0 rerappositional mood ending cross - references S and 0, but not A. Second, while

1 macireluk' -taukut Mligsani P alliqsai P
I ,

cross-references distinguish 3. 3R, 1. and. 2 person in thdVappositional and
(she) exposed them those ARp her-3R bootliners (Pause) his-3 bootliners ..

.
/

to heat AP0(3p) ., AB(3Rs -p) AR(3s-p)
nbligue mood endings. only 3, 1, and 2 are distinguished in the independent and
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(she) exposed her bootliners-- his bootliners-- to neat (8&361

Speech error and self-correction, from a text where's woman exposes.

her husband's bootliners to heat tispite his warnings; hote that while the

English gloss uses her vs.his to keep track orreferents, the Yup'ik

uses 3R vs. 3 person)

2 cuut akuliitgun P enminun u&vet P. anelraqit.
s,

people'si through their-31 to his-3Rk to ther^e hek went forward'

. RLp middle VL(3p-s) place] TM(3Rs-s) TM OPT(3s)'

Hekwent forward through the middle] of the crowdi tChisk usual seat].

(3,:(391

In (1).the subject of the controlling' clause is the implied A of macireluk'
. '

'(she )' exposed themto heat'; the speaker's error was in identifying the bootliners'

possessor with the subjeft, rather than the husband. In (2), the possessor of

enminum 'to his place.' is coreferent with the S of anelreqil"he went forward',

and hence is 3R; cuut 'people's', the possessoeof akuliitgun 'through their

middld', is not and hence is plain third person. Sometioes the controlling

clause,is the clause directly superordinate to that in which the possessed noun

occurs: an example.of that pis uikani 'her-3R future husband, in subgroup 6c in

the appendix.

When a third person S, A, or 0 of a clause is coreferent with the subje4'of

a control ling clause, it is treated as 3R person, and is marked as such by means

of c 3R person Tross-reference in the ending of the verb of its oWn clause.

Otntcwise, a third person S, A, ol" 0 is treated as plain third person. For S,

A, or 0 of oblique mood clauses, the controlling clause is always the one to

.which the oblique mood clause is directly subordinate. For /or 0 of appositional

mood clauses-- which as noted do not marIA-- the controlling clause is generally

6

c

7

a clause to which thlappositionpl mood clause is subordinate, or in apposition.

As noted above, S, A, and 0 of independent and participial mood clauses cannot
'r/

be treated as 3R,person. This may be regarded as fallowing from the ge al rule

insofar as indePerisdent mood clauses always,aad participial moo auses sometimes,

occur as main clauses,' and are subordinate to nothing. vertheless, even when
A

a participial mood clause is subordinate to a clauge with a subject coreferent

to itsOwn S, A, or C, it does not mark AtisSon. Further, though an independent

mood clause can have an appositional mood clause with a coreferent subject in

appdsition to it, the ,independent mood ending never marks this with 3R person.

The following illUstrate 3R vs. 3 person in oblique mood clauses:

3 wangkegneng. -tawaam tangvakuneng P aavurciiqut

us 2 MDd however if they-3R see they will be amused

CONDITIONAL (3Rp) IND(314

If they two of us, they will be amused. (3:1001

4 puyur -camirnarciellruua maani maqigetaallratni___

smoke ABi it was really quite here LC when they-3 were taking

alot to take IND(3s) . firebaths CONTEMPORATIVE 1 (3p)

The smoke in here was really alot to tde when they took ftrebaths.

p. 701

A

.5 peq'arcani'' =gguq P qanpErugtuq

when he3 released it is said he cried out IND(3s)

him-3R. CONSEQUENTIAL (3s-3Rs)

And w hen hei releasV him], hej cried out. [3:761

7

4
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when they-3R.. caught him- 3j .

/

-taw' cagutelliak

then the roughed him. oho

CONSEQUENTIAL (3Rd-3s) . 1ND(3d-3s)
. .

. ti) .-.

. they roughed hini.whenthey.i caught him. up. IllA: p. 101)
'

.

7 pigarreqkaku

if he would once in a while

as it CONDITIONAL (3s-3s)

guyatuyartua tawa

I would have been then

most grateful IND(1s)

If one (of you) had once in a while asked (me) about it, I would have

been most grateful each time I14c:141

In (3), the conditional clause S 3R because it is coreferent with the indica-

tive. clause S; in (4). the contemporative 1 clause S is pOin third person because

it is not coreferent with the indicative clause S; in (5),'the consequential

ead'se 0 As 3R because it is coreferent with the indicative clause S; in (6),

the consequential clause A is 3R because it is coreferential with the indicative

clause A; in (7), Ehe conditional clause A and 0 are both 3 because neither i.;

.".coreferential with thoindicative clause S. In these examples, the controlling

clauses are all indicative mood, though othAs, includingnon-independent moods,

can serve this function.

The 3R vs. 3 person opposition works the same way in the appositional Snood,

but because that mood is also a switch-reference device of sorts, the two interact.

The appositional mood, unlike the 3R vs. 3 person opposition, is a restrictive

switch reference mechanism, and can only he used if its subject, and the subject

of tHe controlling clause, are coreferential.' If the subjects are not coreferential,

an Entirely different construction most be used; because there is no construction/

which has all the syntactic and semantic effects of the appositional-- a loose

8

y
%V

'string': -along of propositions in apposition, and an implicat4pn of simultaneous
,

or segue tial time relation between tham--one might guess there to he some

functional pressure to use the appositiohal even when the coreference conditionsC.

are not4strictly met:3 .1n 'any case, this restrictcveness, along with the facts
, .

that the appositional (i) cross-lheferences only,S and 0, but not A, and (ii).

maps use of the same notion o

,

'controlling' clause' as the 3R vs. 3 person

opposition, leads to'characteristic inflectional consequences:

.
'akuru6raubani: =kiq

he-3R1 not using I wonder

,-taun' magituu4

thatone0Pshe.customarily bathes

water AP0(3Rs) IND(3s)

Does that fellow bathe without using water, I wonder? [1lb:2)

16.

o

9 TatP.am -taw' akuliignun aqumluni

then but then to their area ,re -3R1 sitting

in betwehkTM(3d-;) AP0(3Rs)

pilliak tawaten
o..

kevemrruutaSsiirlukel

hei tends to do to thusly -EQ
1

y-E) 1:he.r testing (his .) ability to

then IND(j3s3d) , leyitate them. a little AP0(3d)

CP
But then hei would sit down between them, and would test to see if

(hei) could levitate them] a little. 198:141

In (8) the S of the appositional, clause is coreferent with the S of the indicative

clause; as a'result,.the S of the appositional clause'is 3R person., In (9), the

S of the first appositional klause and the.A of the second appositional clause

are 'coreferent with the.A of the indicative cause. As a rtsult, the S of the

first appositional clausis 3R person. However; the A of the second appositiong?

clause, though one would expect it to be 3R person, is not marked at all because

the aoposjtional cross-references S'and 0 but not A; the 0 of the seconcloappositional

9



clause is cross-referenced, and shows plain third persom because it is not
*A

coreferent with the subject of the indicative mood controlling clause.

The interaction between reflexive vs.,plain th0d person and the appositional

mood can be diagrammed as follows (assume 5, A, and 0 are all third person):

44

--1,
Idtransitive: ( Si V+00(311t) ) ,( S/A Vw.,..

apo 'cOntrol

----21

Transitive', j A. b. V+AP0(3
j
))

apo
...V)(S/ Ai control

1

The subjectof the aOpositional clause Must be coreferent Wi-th the subject of the

controlling clause. When the appositional clause is intransitive, its S will

therefore be cross-referenced as 3R in the appositional endirM. When the apposi-

. tional clause is transitive; its A will have to be coreferent with the subject of

the controlling clause but its 0 will not be. One would expect 3R person A but

plain third person 0, but since the A is not marked in the appositional endings,

only plain third .person 0 appears. In effect, then, the appearance of 3R person

in an appositional ending indicates iAranAirtivity, and the appearance of 3 person

indicates transitivity.
0

The notion of 'controlling clause' used so far to this discussion of the

appositional mood is tried by utterances such as:

11 Aa 'tawante.111 piqerlun' qacluveskan aqvaqurlun'

oh then and doing when itjruns out heiruns AP0(3Rs)

APO(3Rs). CONDITIONAL (3s)

taggerrlun'

hei goes back

up APO(3Rs)

w.

P taprualug -man" ---ute imegluku

gut ropei ABs this ABs then (heTTIhAlsit4in

AP0(3s)

fl
10

1 2

Oh, we then,. when (the gut rope) runs oust, he
i

runs, and then comes

backup(fsTthef-,irepifl,rollingtheropn.in (as he goes). (13b:1921

Here, there is a chain of appositional mood clauses (the conditional clause

flac!uqreskan 'when it 'uns out is subordinate to Nlyaqurlep' he nuns'). The

S's of the first three appositional clauses anddthe un-cross-referenced A of

the fourth are all corefOrent. Because the clauses are exactly parallel, it is

impossible to say which pne controls which; nevertheless, it is clear that the

two switch reference devices, 3R vs. 3 person and the appositional mood, are

acting together, since the first three intransitive appositional verb endings

cross-reference 3R person S, while the last,'transitive appositional verb end-

ing cross-references 3 person 0, following the pattern in (i0). The sviitch

reference devices together serve to maintain a particular referent as subject

from clause to clause, but that is all. that the inflectional system really does

in these appositional' chain constructions It the clause and sentence level.

Because these constructions lack a main clause in an independent or participial

mood, .they are not sentences, as the term is defincd inflectionally. In short,

aside from switch reference, they are syntpctically unshaped by the inflectional
I

sysitem. As it happens, appositional chain constructions are a mainstay of Yup'ik

narrative; they figure prominently in the Acussion in § 2.

In summary, then, (1-9) illustrate ideal cases of switch reference, where it

is wholly dependent on inflectionally signalled or implied notions like clause,

sentet :E., subject, and transitivity; (11) shows a construction where this in-

flectional analySis is less certain.

2. Switch reference and rhetorical structure.

In addition to inflectionally signalled units such,as clause and sentence,

switch reference in Central Yup'ik is bounded by units of rhetorical structure, °-')

that is a hierarchy of structural units in the surface utterance evident from

.1 3

11
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intonation, external sandhi, and sentence adt.erbial choice and placemen t. My

concern with rhetorical structure grows. from recent work by Dennis Tedlock,

Hymes, William Bright, Sally McLendon, and 9oel Sherzer,.among others (see yyilock

1972, Hymes 1977, 1980, Bright 1979McLendon 1931, Sherzer 1981 as a sampfle),
g

which argues that narrative performance is best rendered in a kind of ifne, verse,

and stanza poetic" or dramatic format, providing more powerful liteiry effect,

more faithful translations, and better insight into meaningfutructural p terns

ailliediscouAv level. In applying this to Central Yup'4(, 1 have attempted to

give structural defirritiuns for such units as they occur in the language, and to

identify their functions in both discourse and syntax (Woo"Oury 1980). Here, I

outline the system in Central Yupiik, and then show how its units constrain the

domain in which the 3R vs. 3 person opbosition and the appositional mood operate.

2.1. The system of rhetorical structure.

Table 1 shows the units of rhetorical structure, from the smallest to the t

greatest. These units are illustrated in the opening several sections of a

..narratIve test in the appendix. The reader will find it helpful to continue to

refer to that text for concrete illustration of what follows.

Most important for our purposes here are lines, and groups (of lines).

Lines are made up of one or more minimal intonation units:'which in turn are made

up of one word, or of several words joined by sandhi. A minimal intonation unit

has one of four basic intonation contours, shown in Table 2.

the'Hooper Bay-Chevdk dialect of Central Yup'ik with which I worked, the

basic pattern for all four contours is a falling pitch up to and including the

first stressed. syllable, and a slight step-rise at each stressed syllable there-
,

after (though sometimes pitch holds steady rather than rises). After the last

stressed syllable, the two lead-in contours preserve or raise pitch, but may

lower it again slightly in the final syllable; the two core contours show an abrupt

I)

12

1.4

I

t,

a

Table 1: 'Units of 'rhetorical structure:

. 1

Word. Has independent phonological and` morphological definitions. is smalle5t

unit capable of carrying a single intonation contour.

4

Minimal intonation unit. Consists of one or more words carrying a single intona-

tion contour. Sandhi joins words in minimal intonation units containing More than

one, and is noted in transcription with a hyphen.

Line. Consists
p
of one or more minimal intonation units, and is bounded by pause

and/or breath and/ot emphatic closure of an intonation contour. First word in

a line is often followed by enclitics.

Group. Consists of one or more lines, with characteristic internal sequencing

of basic intonation contours (see (12)). Paused between groups tend to be

longer than, pauses between lines, First word of a group usually followed by

enclitits, and is often a sentence adverbial particle.

Section. Consists of one or more groups, bounded by long pauses And tending to

end with short groups with 13°_. contour (see Table 2). Felt to have unity of content

by speakers.

13



drop to low level. The attenuated contours are versions of the non-attenuated

0.
forms, with lesser loudness, lesser pitch range, and a tendency to becomevoice-

.

less after the last stresaedtsyllable.

The line consistsfof one or more minimal intonation units conforming to

the following formula:

12 Am + A°n + BO P + Beg
0 0 , 0

By this formula, A+A is a well- formed sequence in a line, at are Ao+B+8, A.+B+Er+B°+13°,

and B alone; *B+B+A and *Bo+B are ill-formed. In lines, one, two, and three into- .

nation units are common; four or five are rare. Lest this seem too formal and

arbitrary, note that the order reflects a successive lowering in pitch, and, for

attenuated versions, a decayiin articulatory.energy; it is an attempt to Make

specific a set of general pfocesses of downdrift, and it probably errs most In

recognizing fourstages along this path,, rather than a continuum.

Groups .also conform to the formula for intonation contour sequence in (12).

Each line is considered as having the contour of its last minimal intonation

group, thus, an A+B line is reckoned to be B, a El+B' line Is reckoned to be Bo,

and so on. In a simple group, the succession of lines follows the formula above.

In a complex group, however, one simply marks off subgroups where ever a violation

occurs. Thus in the text in the appendix, group 4 is divided into three subgroups

\ to account for the transition from A+A° (reckoned as A0) to A+A (reckoned as A)

in the second and third lines, and the transition from B to A+A° (reckoned as A0)

in the fourth and fifth lines. From one line to the next in simple groups and

in subgroups, there is thus the same downdrift that is implied by the order A

before A" before B.before Bo as is found within lines. 'There is also a steady

drop of pitch from one subgroup to the nextin complex groups like 4 and 6 in

the text in the appendix: for that reason, one knows that complex gr:oups are in

14

'4

Table 2: .Basic intonation contours, having function of marking units ofrhetorical

structure. (Terms high, low, etc. have value relative to the rest of thec13.).
contour.)-

14.

CONTOUR NAME

Lead-In

Attenuated lead-in

Core

Attenuated core.

SYMBOL DESCRIP;ION

A Step-rise to last stressed syllable, s

C followed'by high-level or rising pitth

Ao Slight step-rise to last stressed

syllable, followed by high-level pitch,

often becoming voiceles's'In final un-
r.

stressed syllables

B ,Step-rise'to last stressed syllable,

followed by rapid drop to low-level

B0 Slight step-rise, or low level, to last- ---

stressed syllable, followed by slight

drop to low(er) level, often beioming

voiceless in final unstressed syllables

15
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fact integral wholes, rather than.collections'Of discrete simple groups put

ogether, for arbitrary reasons.

Grou'Os, subgroups, and occasionally lines are marked off by the occurrence

of enclitics and sentence adverbial particles accompanying the first word, and/or
0

of initial sentence adverbial particles. The following examples are from the.text

in the 'appendix; group 1 has mwethere is...', group 3 has =gguc, 'it 'Is said',

group 4 has the sentence adverbial particle taw' then' initially and u§guq after

the second word, group.5 has the sentence adverbial particle cuna=gguq 'so it

happened' (=gguq. lexicalized here) plus =am 'indeed' and taw', and group 6 has

the sentence adverbial particle kiitawani=gguq 'so in the course of time'.(=gguq

'lexicalized here too) plus taw'subgroup.4b has taw', subgroup 4c has =ggug,

=am, 'and taw','with taw' following the second word as well, and subgroup 6b has

taw'; line 3 of group 2 has =11u 'and' and =gguq, and line 2 of group 6 has taw'. .

The degree to which intonationally identifiable units of rhetorical structure

coincide with the placement" of enclitics and-sentence adVerbJal particles lends

considerable strength to the claim that a system of rhetorical structure such as

'has been described here actually exists An the language..

What 'are the functions of rhetorical structure in Central Yup'ik?

Semantically-- and.. this is very rough-- the lead-in seems to set the stage, while

the core contains the main body of the message. Attenuated contours often con-
..

tain afterthoughts or additions, as in the last lines of.the subgroup 4c in the

appendix. Syntactically,.rhetorical structure cannot be said merely to be read

off, th t is, determined by, inflectionally signalled surface syntactic structure,

for i often carries original, non-recoverable syntactic information. The effects

on switch reference, discussed in §2.2, provides one of the arguments for this

conclusion. Another is provided by the fact that although rhetorical structure
.

often corroborates constituent structure, as defined by the inflectinnal system,

.

16
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thesegm'entations it provides do not correspond to a unique syntactically justi--

fiable immediate. constituent analysis.

The analysis of rhetorical structure given here is actually the skeleton of

the system, that is to say,, an analysis of rhetorical structure with'respect only

to the function of .creating units in discourse. There are also intonation contours

and seenceadverbialliarticles which signal affective meaning. Affective intone- '

tion contours make up a large, compliCated, and seemingly open-ended class, and

can be thought of as superimposed on the skeletal system of basic intonation

contours. An example is line 3 of group 6 in the appendix,. marked Aaff. According

to Leo Moses, the son of the storyteller, this contour means that the narratdr

has entered the mind of .his character through the power of his empathy for him;

I find.an element of sadness and pity to it,.as well. This contour is characterized

by a high falling pitch' extending to the last stressed syllable. In i:nis particu-

lar example, the final unstressed syllable, taw', has a relatively high pitch and

a slight end-fall; because of-this, the affective.Eontour.can be.seen as super-

imposed on a lead-in. (A) basic Contour. Other affective contours.employ variations

of voice quality and regulation of amplitude along with variations of pitch.

2.2. Bounding of switch reference devices by nits of rhetorl cal structure.

We'Saw in i 1 that in the terms of
.
the system of inflection, a (major) sen-

tence is defined around an independent or participial mood main clause. We saW

there too that chains of appositional rapod clauses maintaining a particular refer-

ent as subject from Clause tp zlause can occur: In narrative,,main clauses can

be scarce, while appositional chains are common. An example of this is the text

portion in the appendix, where only two main clauses occur, the intransitive

participle clause in line 2 of group 1, and Ve indicative clause imline,2 of

grow; 6. The rest. of the text Rprtion given consists of appositional clauses,

some of which are modified. by oblique mood clauses, just as in (11). The

17
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appositional clatAes,,however,'do not maintain the stme.ieferent as subject.

throughout, as (11)\does; there are cases--.to be discussed in detail.befOw--

where.contiguous appTitional mood clauses have different rather than same subjects.

From th4 point of vieWof the system of inflection, the best we can do it to Tay 9.,

'13

that the sentences in IT passage are the two main clauses And their dependencies,

and then a series of appositional chains of from one to several clauses shaping

the same subject.
-1?

If one takes rhetorical structure into account, switche's in.subject from one

\ J
appositional mood clause to \pother are predictable. The rule is:

-
, .

13 The subject of an a0ositional clause must be coreferentwith

the subject of a controlling. clause or of the other appositional

clauses in its own simple group or subgroup.

4'

This is toolsay, then, that there is no requirement for the subject of an apposi-

tional clause to be coreferent with the subject of any clause outside,itsowo

simple group, or subgroup. Notice that in intonational terms, this simply means

that when the contour sequence A before Ao before B before Bo from one line to.

the next_is broken-- that is, when a down - drifting pattern from one line'to,

another is interrupted-- coreference is no longer required.

TA 3R vs.. 3 person opposition, as it occurs in appnsitiona) clauses, follows

the appositional mood in obeying (13). In our consideration of the text just

below, the reader can test this for himself by observing that a 3R person cross-
v.

reference to 0 occurs in transitive appositional endings, in keeping with the

interaction shown in (10). In other situations, as for example in oblique mood

clauses, the 3R vs. 3 person opposition can operate from one simple grow or sub-
,

group into the next if its controlling'clause, as defined in § 1.2., is in a

differeht,Omple group or subgroup from it.

A

20
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0

.11

let ms now examine (13) in Tight of the text portion in the appendix.i,
Group 1 'is a single intransitive participial main clause with no switch-reference

4

210

devices, and (the peop1.1 ,f) IA' village as subject. They are maintained as

subject in the two apposiLlcal clauses at the beginning of group 2; from the

point oview of the system of inflection, there is absolutely no reason why they
'

should not be considered to be a continuation of the sentence begun in group 1,

in apposition totlhe main clause there. In lines3-4 of group12, there is a new

appositional clauseketh a new subject, the great hunter. This appears to violate

(13) because group 2 it a simplex group; I will return to this below. In group 3

two concessive mood clauses are each subordinate to the appositional mood clause

uinge4kayuuniku taum nukalOarata 'their great hunter didn't permit her to marry'.

Because neither hAs the great hunter as either A or 0,.the two concessive clauses

have no 3R person cPoss-referenCes, but taund...panini ithat:daughter of his' has

a.3R person possAPessor, because the great hunter is the A of the appositional

mood controlling clause. As a whale, it con be seen that group 3 maintains ehe

subject established in lines 3-4 of/group 2. Group 4introduces a new subject

in the appositional clause making up lines 1-2, i.e., making up subgroup4a.

The appositional clause which makes up subgroup 4b introduces yet another subject,.

the intended husband. 4c reintroduces the father as subject, and the plain third

'person A and 0 of the concessive clause nulirrniangraaku 'even though he asked

19

for her hand' show that it is controlled by thefollowing appositional mood clause.

Group 4 is especially interelting in that it has three lone appositional clauses,

each of which introduces a nevi subject, and constitutes a subgroup. Notice that

there can bq)no notion of controlling clause for the appositiyal mood and the

3R vs. 3 person opposition there. Group 5 is another single appositional clause

introducing a new subject. Subgroup 6a is a classic major sentence, with an

appositional clause whose subject- -the father--is coreferential with the subject

19
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of.the controlliAg main'clause in.the indicative. The appositional mood clause

uingyugpegnan' -taw' 'she did not want to get a husband' in subgroup 6b has two

'consequential mood clauses subordinated to it. One of these,' nengagercam' -\

t
'because she was in seclusion', is in.the same subgroup, and the other, taun'

uikani -pintupkenrilatgu.'because they aid not approve of her intended husband',I

is in another subgroup. In thestoblique mood'clauses, the 3R vs. 3 perioh dis\

ginction is.thereiohelble to mark coreference with the subject of the controllihg

.clause Whether it is inside,or outside the same subgroup.

Returning to the anomaly in group 2, the solution that suipests itself is to \

consider the first two lines as a subgroup 2a, and the second two as a subgroup
4 *

2b. This is suppOrted by the occurrence of the enclitics =11u-'and' And =2guq.
. .

'it is'aid' after the first word of the third line. The fact that the second

.

and third lines both have lead-in contours weakens the hypothesis that subgroup

nbcUndaries are marked by violations of the contour sequencein (12); on the

Other. hand, the situation would be more grave if Lint 2 were a lead-in but line.

A
3 were an attenuated lead-in or a core.

The affect've aspects of rhetorical structure also can set boundaries for

switch referencji in appositional mood clauses, as the following complex group

from a lengthy myth narrative told by the late Mary kkrak of Chevak shows:

20
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II hil------,..---...---r-_--.,

maaten=ggur- itraaeng , ..

114 when =iis. when they-3R. went

upstream CONSEQUENTIAL(3Rp)

apuryarturait
when they were about to reach
them IND(3p-3p4

0

very
hi

ceryarpag-
mni lots of noise

hi mid

rr

nenglaq-- nenglarlUteng. (0.8) Aaff

they-3R-TiUghing t ,

AP0(3Rp)

0

(1.3) Aaff

(0.7) A

r

curiulriitmllugguq pikut t
(1.7) A.

and those that were peering =21=iis. those e up

through(the window) there
INTR. PARTICIP. (3p)

nenglarlutri
Ithey-3R laughing APO(3Rp)

A

(0.9) Daft
111111,

a

When they went upstream

,,. V

and were about to reach.
them

there was lots of noise
. those peoPole

J.
were laugh

and the ones up there
° peering down through 4

the smoke-hole window

were laughing .

'1

lop mayulliut
they cliiibed up IND(3p)

(1.5) B.

t. 13,58)

theyjclimbed up

1.

[In this story, t ro, disguised as.an old,woman, and.his companions, approach

ef;the communal house an alien village, where tpal hero's younger brother is being

tortured for public amusement.1.:
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By the methods already discussed, the first two lines, and the last four,

each would constjtute a subgroup. The people laughing replace the protagonists

as subject in line 3. 'Note, however, that the subject changes once again from line

5 to 6, so that the appositional clause in line 5 cannot have the indicative clause

in line 6 as its6controiling clause (and, in terms of the system of inflec1*A,

lines 5 and 6 are parts of separate sentences). This change in subject is accom-

.

parried by a change in affective aspects of 'intonation and prosody: brittle creaky
r.

voice changes to ordinary narrative voice; glitude returns from rnzzoforte to

mezzopiano; and pitch drops from the higher register.to the lower.

A final observation should be made. The rule in (13) and the discussion of

(14) claim that, the operation of switch reference devicestn the appositional

mood is in part dependent on rhetorical structure. It would not be possible to ,

turn this around,.and say that chains of coreferent appositional mood clauses

define new discourse units each time they switch subjects, and that intonation,

sentence adverbial particle and enclitic placement then folloW suit. This is

because not all rhetorical structure boudaries occur at switche5 of subject, 4s

we.have seen. Moreover, the mere fact of a switch gives no clue to just which

intonation contour sequence will occur.

3. Conclusions.

We have seen'that switch reference in Central Yup'ik is in part dependent

on the syntactic analysis presented by the system of inflection, and in part '

dependent on that presented by the system of rhetorical structure. Neither system's

syntactic b.palysis can be fully predicted from the othe(s. But it may legitimately

..
be asked whether y analysis is overly preoccupied with the interplay of two

I

formal-functional systems, and whether in fact both the inflectional system 4nd

the system of rhetorical structure might be the overt marks of a more abstract

notion of the sentence as a discourse unit. For example, one might claim that

22
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each simple group or sub9rcup in the text portion in the appendix is a sentence,

except in cases like subgroup 6c, which is clearly subordinate to the appositional
p

clause in 6b, by inflectional criteria. According to this claim, just as inflec-
.

tional criteria group 6c'with bb, criteria of rhetorical structure lead.one"to

treat the first two lines of group 2 as part.uf a sentence separate from that in

group.l. .

I would object to this sort of abstract functionalist solution, because it

.steers one away from di§tinguishing'ihe kisnds of meanings and functions that the

language handles with its inflectional kystem, vs. the kinds, ithandles with its

system of intonation, sentence, adverbial particlest and enclitics. Cross- linguistic

generalizations on this, point would, be extremely valuable if found, because they.

would point to non-arbitrariness in the pairing of form and functibn in language.

- On,a purely descriptive level, I think that a reduction of the two systems

relative to the function of marking off discourse units coUld obscure certain

interesting phenomena: why; for example, is the consequentiO mood clause in

subgroup 6c accorded its own subgroup, and how is that to be differentiated from

oblique mood clauses occurring In the same subgroup (qr simple group) as the

clauses they modify?

Figally, It is interesting to reconsider the sense in which switch reference

that is entirtly determined by the system of inflection is 'ideal" switch refer -,

2
encelas discussed in §1). One encounters this "ideal" switch reference all the

Cb,

time in elicited Yup'ik,sentences, Yup'ik speakers' translations of English senten-

ces, and even in naturally occurring Yup'ik conversational exchanges. I have
14

found out that these sentences, contextualized pragmatically rather than embedded

oo

in long. stretches bf narrative text, are readily judged by speakers as making

grammatical or ungrammatical use of switch reference forms, while long successions

of appositional clauses taken out of the narrative context and submitted for

-4
23
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grammaticality judgement are often objected to, or treated with unZdrtatnty,-On

this point. As an experiment, on several occasions, I quoted to speakers a group

consisting of appositional clauses and one switch of subject from a text, attempt-

, ing to reproduce the original prosody as accurately-as possible. One person

rephrased the utterance 'by putting two clauses in the indicative, one just before

the switch, and the other at the end of the group, thereby making two separate

(inflectional) sentences; two others asked me if I had heard it in a story! From

this it is clearthat rhetorical structure, at least in the form it takes in nar-

____.rative, is so much a property-of whole discourses, that its contribution to syntax

is obscure out of the discourse context. Further, and perhaps as a result, use

of switch rJerence forms in all short utterances submitted for grammaticality

judgement tends to be judged according to inflectional criteria only: at this

limited level, then, it becomes the speaker's as well as the grammarian's ideal.

(It goes without saying that such problems never arise when a text is considered

es a text.) Because the system of inflection tends to operate atolower levels- -

sentence, clause, phrase, and word--'it is clear that evaluation of grammaticality

in its terms does not require an entire discourse context. The methodological

and heoretical conclusion is inescapable. If one aspect of -a phenomenon is

disc verable through research at the clause and sentence level, and another at

the discourse level, and if the data are evaluated differently by speakers accord-

ing to which level the researcher decides to investigate,,then it follows that

research and theory must proceed at both levels.

24
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FOOTNOTES

* I wish to thank Leo Moses and the many others in Chevak, Alaska who made

substantial contributions to my linguistic investigations there. Financial

support for my fieldtrips to Chevak was generously provided by the Melville and

'Elizabeth Jacobs Research Fund of the Whatcom Museum Foundation, Bellingham,

Washington (1978), the Urgent Anthropology Small Grants Program, Center for the

Study of Man, Smithsonian Institution (1978). the Phillips Fund of the American

Philosophical Society Library (1978, 1980), and the National Science Foundation

(1980). I alone am to be held accountable for claims made here, and for all.

errors of fact and interpretation which may exist here.

1

There is also a substantial body of counterexamples involving differing inter-
.

pretations of coreference and of the notion of subject (e.g., underlying subject

vs. surface subject Vs. true semantic agent), among others.

2
Central Yup'ik data come from narrative and conversational texts I recorded in

Chevak, Alaska in 1978 and 1980, where the Hooper Bay-Chevak dialect, one of four

Central Yup'ik dialects, is spoken. Transcription is in the standard Central Yup'ik

orthography described in Reed et al. 1977 and Miyaoka and Mather. 1979, with these

modifications to accomodate the Hooper Bay-Chevak dialect: .ww for w to represent

/xw/, which occurs only medially in Hooper Bay-Chevak, e.g., atawwa for standard

atawa, to represent /ataaxwa/ 'blessing'; w for 0, or v, to repipsent 4?/. e.g.,

tawani for standard taQani or tavani, 'to represent /treaani/ 'there'. Citations

of text are labelled with text number, followed by colon, followed by sentence

A or page number (depending on the text's stage of preparation), all enclosed in

25



square brackets, e.g., (8dp6) 'text 8d, sentence 36'.

For -more on Central Yup'ik, he Reed et al. 1977, which focuses on the

General Central Yup'ik dialect, the most widespread of the four. For more on

Hooper Bay-Chevak, and on the methods and approach taken in my own investigations,

see Woodbury 1981.

4
3Many of the counterexamples mentioned n footnote.l, as well as certain peculiar

usages, can be seen as functionally motivated by pressure to employ the apposi-

tional mood when its coreference conditions are not met.

iz
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Group 1.

appendix --1

APPENDIX

' The following is the first two sections of a gulirag ('tale')

told by Thonas Moses in Chevak, Alaska, to Mary Moses, J, R, Moses,

and the author, November 9, 1978. In the transcription, lines which

are followed by pauses show paUse length in parentheses to the right.

At far right, intonation contour type (see Table 2) is given for

each line, and above each line, actuil intonation contours are

traced, with a vertical line marking off each minimal intonation

unit.(see Table 1). Double hyphen (--) follows false starts; .voice-

less segments are marke4 with subscript [e],

nunattwa

Section I .

-taukut

there was a village ABp those ABp

I

Itliniagelrilt

theyAexisted INTR. PART. (3p) .

kuigem

-3
river's RLs at itsAbank LC(3s-s)

28

(0)

(0)

A

A

(3) A+8

Group 2.

Group 3.

)77---
nunauluteno "

they1R being a village AP0(3Rp)

nukalpiarlutenq

they t hadAl great hunter AP0(3Rp)

nukalpiarata4rggug

and theiroreat hunter, it is said,AB(3p-s)

paningle'gerrluni

hel$ had a daughter AP0(3Rs,

taunaaggug

that one ABs

pingraatgu

even though they-3

said to her-5

CONCESSIVE (3p-3s)

I/....--

uingevkayuunikw
-5

(he) never let(her)have (any) oneos'a husband

AP0(3s),

panini

hish daughter AB(3Rs -s)

nufirrniangraatgu

even though they3asked

herAto be (their) wife

CONCESSIVE (3p-3s)

appendix

(0)

29

U

(0)

-2

A

JO) A,

(3)

(1) .A+A

(0.5)

(0.3) A+A

41) A4
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Group 4 4a.

6:

appendix --3

taum -nukalpiarttt

-3

that RLs .theirAgreat hunter RL(3p-s)

ut-- ;

taw' -ui--

then

uikarautenggermaacilunigguq

but she-il had someone in 'particular
A

in Mind as a future husband AP0(3Rs)

angutgt nekevyugnall

men RLp one of them,MD(3p -s) . young man MDs

b. taum-taw'

then that one RLs

nuli!rniarYalq2119.

Likarauttie

her
:1
intended husband RL(3s-s)

A

-3

c.

(3) B°

(1)

(2), A

(3) A+A°

(1)

(5.5)

(he) tried in vain to get herAas a wife AP0(3s)

1 / k
c. nulirrnianoraakuugguram-taw' at-- atiin-taw (0.5)

- )

but evenithough heAt3ried to get. herAfather

3

herAas a wife CONCESSIVE (3s -3s) RL(3s-s)

tupkevkenak'

(he) did not approve

him
A
AP0(3s)'

9

-taun'

that one

ABs

30

3`

ntilirrniarti4i (3)

he who tried to

get her, as a wife A8(3s-s)

in

j

.angugg

man ABs

nuliqs.ugqi

he who wanted to haveherA al a wife AB(3s-s)

appendix --4

Group 5. cgna=ggitr=am-taw' nengaggrrlun'

so it happened shej
AR withdrew in anger AP0(3Rs)

Group 6 6a.

\---

kiitawani!igguq -taw'

then in the course

of time

(1.9) B°

(3) B°

(4-) A+B°

taum -at -- atiin-taw' (0.3) A+A°

-3.

that herAfather

RLs RL(3s-s')

uingesgelluk+' -t ,' ping'eyaaRNk

A+A

b.

(he) wanting

get a

ui--

-3
herAto he start fin vain

husband AP0(3s) to tell her IND(3s=3s)

(0.2,)uingyugpego[anil-taw

B
She did not want to get a husband AP0(3Rs)

. nengaqircam' (0)

AO°
because shwas in seclusion CONSEQUENTIAL (3Rs)

1`1---
C. taun' -uikaq-- uikani. (1)

that ABs herieA iuture husband AB(3Rs-s)

A+00

pin-- tupkenrilatgg
(5)

4,

because they,3 didn't approve him -"5

CONSEQUENTIAL (3p-3s)
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A+B°

Aaff

A'

A

B°



appendix --5

Translation

1. There was a village (of people)

and they ftayed

on ariver bank.

2. They were a village

they had a great hunter'

and their great hunter

had a daughter.

3. Now this daughter of his '-
..

, she marr--

even though (the men) all tried to get her, AS a wife

she wasn't permitted to marry

by that great hunter.
II

4a. Ret--
,

Now,sh-- she had someone in particular in mind to be her husband,

one of those young men

4b. and this intended husband of hers

tried and tried to get her hand in marriage

4c. but even though he asked, her father

wouldn't approve this suitor

(this) man 1

the one who wanted to take her as a -wife.

f

5. And so she withdrew in angei.

6a. Well'as time went on her fath-- father

. tried and tried to get her:Ao have a husband-

6b.roh sh--.Ahe did not wantma husband

because she was in seclusion

6c. (because) her intended husband .

said-- was not approved by them.

33
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